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Abstract
The asymptotic behavior of discrete type-K monotone dynamical systems and reaction–
diffusion equations is investigated. The studying content includes the index theory for ﬁxed
points, permanence, global stability, convergence everywhere and coexistence. It is shown that
the system has a globally asymptotically stable ﬁxed point if every ﬁxed point is locally
asymptotically stable with respect to the face it belongs to and at this point the principal
eigenvalue of the diagonal partial derivative about any component not belonging to the face is
not one. A nice result presented is the sufﬁcient and necessary conditions for the system to
have a globally asymptotically stable positive ﬁxed point. It can be used to establish the
sufﬁcient conditions for the system to persist uniformly and the convergent result for all orbits.
Applications are made to time-periodic Lotka–Volterra systems with diffusion, and sufﬁcient
conditions for such systems to have a unique positive periodic solution attracting all positive
initial value functions are given. For more general time-periodic type-K monotone reaction–
diffusion systems with spatial homogeneity, a simple condition is given to guarantee the
convergence of all positive solutions.
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1. Introduction
During the past two decades, systems of reaction–diffusion equations have
received a great deal of attention, motivated by both their widespread occurrence in
models of chemical, biological and ecological phenomena, and by the richness
of the structure of their solution sets. Such systems have been studied extensively
in different context and various methods. A large part of literature devotes to the
study of the large time behavior of the dynamics generated by the systems (see
[6,16,17,20–22,35,36]).
In population dynamics, there is an extensive literature (see [1,4,6–
10,12,13,22,23,26,28,31,34–36]) on deterministic models of the Kolmogorov form
@u
@t ¼ DWu þ diagðuÞFðx; t; uÞ; ðx; tÞAO R;
B½u ¼ 0 on @O R;
uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ in O:
8><
>: ð1:1Þ
Here O; representing the habitat, is a bounded, open and connected domain in Rm;
whose boundary @O is a C2þa manifold for some aAð0; 1Þ; u ¼ ðu1; u2;y; unÞ with ui
representing the population density of the ith species and F ¼ ðf1; f2;y; fnÞ with fi
representing the per capita growth rate of the ith species, and hence all ui are
nonnegative by their physical interest. Furthermore, D stands for the Laplacian
operator with respect to the spatial variable x ¼ ðx1; x2;y; xmÞAO; D ¼
diagðd1ðtÞ; d2ðtÞ;y; dnðtÞÞ stands for the diffusion coefﬁcients with every diðtÞ > 0
being periodic in time variable (of normalized period 2p), B is a time-independent,
linear boundary operator of Dirichlet, Neumann or regular oblique derivative type
whose coefﬁcient functions are of class C1það@OÞ; F :O R Rnþ-Rn is sufﬁciently
smooth and 2p-periodic in time. These periodic parabolic systems arise naturally in
population biology when day–night cycles or seasonal variation in parameters are
accounted for. Biologically, the most interesting problems are concerned with the
coexistence, extinction, permanence and prediction of future behavior. In
mathematical language, the above terminologies are, respectively, interpreted as
time-independent solution of (1.1) (called steady state) with every component
positive, the existence of (locally or globally) asymptotically stable semi-trivial steady
state with some components being identically zero, the existence of a global attractor
in the interior of the positive cone, and well understanding the long-run behavior of
all solutions for (1.1), especially, its global attractivity. A lot of important
information on the above problems can be obtained via the Poincare´ map, T ;
deﬁned by
T : u0-uð2p; u0Þ;
where uðt; u0Þ is the solution of (IBVP) (1.1) with the initial value function u0: The
Poincare´ map is deﬁned on the positive cone of appropriate Banach space, which is
usually the product space of continuous function spaces with supremum norms.
A particularly important Komolgorov system which has been most extensively
studied (see [1,4,7–10,12,13,18,23,28,30,31]) is the Lotka–Volterra system with
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diffusion:
@u
@t ¼ DWu þ diagðuÞðrðx; tÞ þ Mðx; tÞuÞ; ðx; tÞAO R;
B½u ¼ 0 on @O R;
uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ in O;
8><
>: ð1:2Þ
where rðx; tÞ ¼ ðr1ðx; tÞ;y; rnðx; tÞÞ; Mðx; tÞ ¼ ðaijðx; tÞÞnn are 2p-periodic in t and
of class Ca;a=2ð %O RÞ with some aAð0; 1Þ: In fact, most of the previous works focus
on two-species systems which are either competing (aijðx; tÞo0 for any i; j) or
predator–prey (a21ðx; tÞ > 0 and aijðx; tÞo0 for ði; jÞað2; 1Þ). When the boundary
operator is Dirichlet and ri and aij are all constants for any i; j ¼ 1; 2; Dancer [8–10],
Gometz [30], Pao [31], Leung [28] and Cosner and Lazer [16] have given a thorough
study on the uniqueness and multiplicity of coexistence state in terms of ri and aij
and principal eigenvalues. They have nearly provided the sufﬁcient and necessary
conditions for the uniqueness of coexistence. When the boundary operator is
Neumann and ri and aij are 2p-periodic in t and independent of x for i; j ¼ 1; 2;
Brown [4], Pao [31], Conser and Lazer [7] and Hess [22] have also presented a
complete investigation of coexistence and extinction. The result in Hess [22] is
sharpest among all these results, which shows that the periodic system (1.2) in this
case behaves as same as the associated two-dimensional ODEs does. The best
conditions for uniqueness of coexistence can be reached from [2]. However, only a
few papers have involved in systems of two competing species with spatial
heterogeneity (see [1,18,23]).
It is well known now that two-species competitive systems are monotone in the
competitive order. This was ﬁrst noted by Hess and Lazer [23]. To be precise, let X1
and X2 be ordered Banach spaces with positive cones X
þ
1 and X
þ
2 such that
Int Xþi a| for i ¼ 1; 2; and let the order in both of these spaces be denoted by ‘‘p’’.
We deﬁne an order pK in X1  X2 in the way
ðx1; x2ÞpKðy1; y2Þ 3 x1py1 and y2px2; ð1:3Þ
where K ¼ Xþ1  ðXþ2 Þ is a cone in X1  X2 (this order is usually called a
competitive order). The coordinates of a point ðx1; x2ÞAXþ1  Xþ2 are viewed as
representing the population density of two species in competition with each other. A
competitive system is a map T ¼ ðT1;T2Þ :Xþ1  Xþ2 -Xþ1  Xþ2 with the properties
that an increase in x1 coupled with a decrease in x2 results in an increase in T1 and a
decrease in T2 and that, symmetrically, a decrease in x1 coupled with an increase in
x2 results in a decrease in T1 and an increase in T2: These natural properties imply
that T preserves the order pK ; that is, Tðx1; x2ÞpK Tðy1; y2Þ whenever
ðx1; x2ÞpKðy1; y2Þ: The Poincere´ map obtained by two-species competitive system
(1.1) or (1.2) satisﬁes (1.3), and therefore is competitive or type-K monotone. Hess
and Lazer exploited strong monotonicity, smoothness of the mapping and the
Krein–Rutman Theorem, applied to appropriate linearization, to give an abstract
theory of discrete time competitive dynamics.
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We must note that Hess and Lazer’s technique can only be applied to system
(1.2) with two competing species to obtain the results on the existence of coexistence
state, extinction and permanence. It cannot be used to prove the uniqueness of
coexistence state. Tineo [38] has given a sufﬁcient condition to guarantee that the
uniqueness of coexistence state for two-species competitive system (1.2) with
Neumann boundary condition and spatial heterogeneity. To our knowledge,
so far there has not been any uniqueness result on coexistence for any species
model (1.2) with the Neumann boundary condition which is spatially heterogenous.
In fact, this is a very difﬁcult problem. Hess [22, p. 120–122], Ahmad and Lazer
[1, p. 265] and Dancer [11] all expressed the same viewpoint when they encountered
this problem.
Motivated by this problem, we shall study the global attractivity, permanence,
existence and uniqueness of coexistence state and extinction of more general
Komolgorov systems which we call to be type-K monotone. The type-K condition is
that DuF and Mðx; tÞ have the form
A B
C D
 !
; ð1:4Þ
where A is a k  k matrix, B is a k  ðn  kÞ matrix, C is an ðn  kÞ  k matrix, D is
an ðn  kÞ  ðn  kÞ matrix and each off-diagonal element of A;D is nonnegative,
and B and C are nonnegative matrices.
In these models, the two competing species are replaced by two competing
subcommunities, labelled by I ¼ f1;y; kg and J ¼ fk þ 1;y; ng: If the number of
species is two, then the systems are two-species competing models. However, when
the number of species is greater than two, these systems are characterized by the
properties that ‘‘friends of friends are friends,’’ ‘‘friends of enemies are enemies,’’ and
‘‘enemies of enemies are friends.’’ A lot of models take such form, see Refs.
[19,29,33,40,41] for ODEs models and [39,44,45] for PDEs models. We should
especially mention that Zhao [45] has used the monotone dynamical system theory
together with parabolic periodic-eigenvalue theory and uniform persistence theory to
investigate the permanence and extinction of general competitor–competitor–
mutualist models.
We ﬁrst study the global attractivity of the abstract map T :
Qn
i¼1 X
þ
i -
Qn
i¼1 X
þ
i ;
where Xi is an ordered Banach space with positive cone X
þ
i having nonempty
interior for i ¼ 1; 2;y; n; and K ¼ QiAI Xþi QjAJðXþj Þ is a cone of the product
space X ¼Qni¼1 Xi: T is said to be type-K monotone if TxoK Ty whenever xoK y
with x; yAXþ ¼ Qni¼1 Xþi ; where xoK y means y  xAK\f0g: Such maps can be
understood to be the Poincare` maps of type-K monotone systems (1.1) or (1.2)
because the maximum principle implies that the Poincare` map T : Xþ-Xþ of (1.1)
or (1.2) with the Neumann boundary condition is type-K monotone if DuF and
Mðx; tÞ are type-K monotone matrix in the sense of (1.4), where X is the product
space of continuous function spaces and Xþ is the product space of nonnegative
continuous function spaces. Under mild additional conditions, T is C1 and
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order-compact. In order to introduce our assumptions, we roughly deduce the
necessity for (1.2) to have a unique stable coexistence state in positive cone Xþ:
Firstly, it is important to recognize that if L is a nonempty subset of
N9f1; 2;y; ng; then the set QjAL Xþj QjeL 0 is an invariant set for (1.1) or
(1.2) and hence for T : The maximum principle further implies that
(AT) For any LCN; TðH0LÞCInt HþL ; where HþL ¼ fx ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞAXþ : xj ¼ 0
for all jeLg; the set H0L ¼ fxAHþL : xi > 0 for all iALg; and the set Int HþL ¼
fxAHþL : xiAInt Xþi for all iALg:
Secondly, the dynamics on HþL obtained by setting ui  0 for all ieL in (1.2)
inherits all the properties of (1.2). Because of this, it is reasonable to assume that
(BT) For any LCN; any semi-trivial steady state (or ﬁxed point of T) pAH0L (if it
exists) is stable in HþL :
If (1.2) has a unique stable coexistence state in Int Xþ; then, at least, (BT) holds
for type-K Lotka–Volterra systems of ODEs (see [19,32,33,37,40,41]) and some
competitor–competitor–mutualist models (see [39,44,45]).
Finally (in biological practice), the unique stable coexistence implies that every
semi-trivial steady state in H0L can be invaded by all species jeL: Mathematically,
this is to say, that for any ﬁxed point pAH0L; the diadonal partial derivative DjTjðpÞ
is strongly positive and its spectral radius is larger than 1 for any jeL: Now we
introduce a more general hypothesis.
(CT) For any LCN; suppose that x0 is a ﬁxed point of T with x0AInt HþL : Then
DiTiðx0ÞðXþi \f0gÞCInt Xþi
for any ieL; and the principal eigenvalue of DiTiðx0Þ is not equal to 1.
Using the theory of monotone dynamical systems which was founded by Hirsch
and improved by Smith et al. (see [34]) and the index method used in Liang and Jiang
[29], we shall study the global attractivity, permanence and coexistence in a globally
stable ﬁxed point (steady state) of the type-K monotone discrete dynamical systems
and periodic Kolmogorov system (1.1) or Lotka–Volterra system (1.2). The paper
will be divided into two parts—the abstract research for mappings and the
applications to reaction–diffusion systems. In the abstract context, the following
theorems are the main results.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that order-compact type-K monotone map T : Xþ-Xþ
satisfies the hypotheses (AT), (BT) and (CT). Then there is a fixed point pAXþ such
that oðxÞ ¼ p for any xAInt Xþ: Furthermore, let L ¼ fi: pi > 0g: Then the domain
of attraction of p is L ¼ fxAXþ : xi > 0 for all iALg:
The order-compactness of Theorem 1.1 means that T maps every K-order interval
into a relatively compact set. This theorem, proved in Section 5, uniﬁes many earlier
results in an abstract way. For ODEs see [32, Theorem 4.1], and the main results in
[19, pp. 30–33]. For PDEs, see the main results in [38,39], [23, Theorem 2.6], [45,
Theorems 4.1, 4.2].
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The sufﬁcient conditions for the system to be permanent is provided below.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that T satisfies the hypothesis (AT), u0 and w0 are two
fixed points with u0AInt HþL ; w
0AInt HþP and w
0pK u0: Assume that DiTiðu0Þ is
strongly positive and the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðu0Þ is larger than 1 with
the principal eigenvector vi for any iA %L; and DjTjðu0Þ is strongly positive and the
principal eigenvalue lj of DjTjðw0Þ is larger than 1 with the corresponding eigenvector
vj for any jA %P: Then there are positive fixed points %x; x˜ satisfying the following
properties:
(1) %x; x˜AIntXþ; %x; x˜A½w0; u0K ; %xpK x˜:
(2) If xAH0N ;w
0pK xpK %x; then oðxÞ ¼ f %xg; and if xAH0N ; x˜pK xpK u0; then
oðxÞ ¼ fx˜g:
(3) If xAH0N ;w
0pK xpK u0; then oðxÞC½ %x; x˜K :
In addition, if u0 attracts all points xXK u0 in Int HþL ; and w
0 attracts all points
xpK w0 in Int HþP ; then oðxÞ ¼ x˜ for all xAH0N with xXK x˜; oðxÞ ¼ %x for all xAH0N
with xpK %x; and oðxÞC½ %x; x˜K for all xAH0N :
Similar permanent results for ODEs can be found in [32,40,42], and for PDEs,
Theorem 1.2 here generalizes Theorem 2.5 in [23] (where they used the compressivity
instead of permanence), [39, Theorem 0.3], [45, Theorem 3.1]. Our conditions are
weaker than theirs but the result is more general.
With the help of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we can present the result on coexistence in
a globally stable ﬁxed point.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that T satisfies (AT), (BT) and (CT). Then there exists a unique
fixed point pAInt Xþ which is globally asymptotically stable with respect to Int Xþ if
and only if:
(1) There exists LCN with ICL such that there exists a fixed point u0AInt HþL with
the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðu0Þ larger than 1.
(2) There exists PCN with JCP such that there exists a fixed point w0AInt HþP with
the principal eigenvalue lj of DjTjðw0Þ larger than 1.
Since the conditions presented are both sufﬁcient and necessary, this result is the
best for coexistence in a globally stable positive ﬁxed point (steady state) among the
Lotka–Volterra systems. For ﬁnite dimensional system, such a result has been
proved in [29,41].
In the second part (Sections 7 and 8), we shall put effort to give the conditions in
terms of ri and aij to guarantee that (BT) and (CT) hold, and hence establish the
theorems similar to those above under suitable conditions of ri and aij: In particular,
we shall present the sufﬁcient conditions of global stability of a positive periodic
solution for spatially varying Lotka–Volterra system (1.2). Moreover, if (1.2) is
spatially homogeneous and MðtÞ is strongly stable (that is, MðtÞpK M for some
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stable constant type-K monotone matrix M), then there is a periodic solution of the
associated ODEs such that it attracts all positive solutions of (1.2).
Although our conditions are abstracted from Lotka–Volterra system (1.2), most
of our results are presented for abstract type-K monotone maps, and therefore, can
be applied to general Kolmogorov system (1.1).
2. Preliminary
In this section, we will introduce some notations, establish some conventions, and
describe some results which are essential tools in the later section.
Let n be a natural number, and ﬁx the index set N ¼ f1; 2;y; ng: Let L be a subset
of N; and %L ¼ N\L denote its complementary set in N: Especially, ﬁx the natural
number k with 0pkpn; and set I ¼ f1; 2;y; kg and J ¼ %I ¼ fk þ 1; k þ 2;y; ng;
where I and J can be empty.
For any iAN; Xi denotes an ordered Banach space and Xþi denotes the cone
deﬁned by the ordering in Xi: We always assume that Int X
þ
i is nonempty for all
iAN; where Int means the interior of Xþi : The norms in all Xi (iAN) are all denoted
by jj  jj and the order relations are all denoted by ‘‘p’’. If x; yAXi with xpy and
xay; we write xoy: If x; yAXi with y  xAInt Xþi ; we write x5y:
Consider the product space X ¼ QiAN Xi which is a Banach space with the norm
deﬁned by jjxjj ¼PiAN jjxijj for any x ¼ ðx1; x2;y; xnÞAX : It is easy to see that
Xþ ¼QiAN Xþi and K ¼ QiAI Xþi QjAJðXþj Þ are both the cones in X and
the set Int Xþ ¼ QiAN Int Xþi and Int K ¼ QiAI Int Xi QjAJðInt XjÞ are both
nonempty.
For any x; yAX ; we write xpyðxpK yÞ and yXxðyXK xÞ whenever y  xAXþðy 
xAKÞ; xoyðxoK yÞ and y > xðy >K xÞ whenever xpyðxpK yÞ and xay: If x; yAX
and xpyðxpK yÞ; we let the order interval ½x; y ¼ fzAX : xpzpyg
(½x; yK ¼ fzAX : xpK zpK yg). Let L be any nonempty subset of N: We deﬁne
the set HL ¼ fxAX : xj ¼ 0 for all jA %Lg; the set HþL ¼ Xþ-HL; the set H0L ¼
fxAHþL : xi > 0 for all iALg; and the set IntHþL ¼ fxAHþL : xiAInt Xþi for all iALg:
Especially, if L ¼ N; then HþL ¼ Xþ; H0N ¼ fxAXþ : xi > 0 for iANg and Int HþL ¼
Int Xþ: If L ¼ |; then we deﬁne the set HþL ¼ H0L ¼ Int HþL ¼ 0:
Given any xiAXi; we deﬁne xˆi ¼ ð0; 0;y; xi; 0;y; 0ÞAHþfig with the ith
component being xi and the other components being 0:
Suppose that p ¼ ðp1; p2;y; pnÞAX ¼
Q
iAN Xi: For any LCN; a vector
pLA
Q
iAL Xi is called the restriction of p with respect to L provided pL is composed
of the components pi of p for all iAL: On the other hand, for any vector p0A
Q
iAL Xi;
there is a unique vector pAHLCX such that p0 is the restriction of p with respect to
L: Hence, in this paper, when we write vector pLA
Q
iAL Xi straightly, we always
mean that pL is the restriction of a vector pAHLCX with respect to L:
For any two vector pL; qLA
Q
iAL Xi; we write pLpLK qL if ppK q in the ordered
space X ; i.e., ðpLÞipðqLÞi for any iAL-I and ðqLÞipðpLÞi for any iAL-J:
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A continuous map S :Xþ-Xþ is said to be monotone if SðxÞoSðyÞ whenever
xoy with x; yAXþ: A continuous map T : Xþ-Xþ is said to be type-K monotone if
TðxÞoK TðyÞ whenever xoK y with x; yAXþ: Especially, if k ¼ 0 or k ¼ n; then T is
also monotone. In this paper, we always assume that S;TAC1ðXþ;XþÞ; and S is a
monotone map and T is a type-K monotone map. We also always assume that S and T
are order-compact, that is, S (T) maps the every order interval ½x; y ð½x; yKÞ to a
relatively compact set. It is easy to see that a map is completely continuous provided
it is order-compact in the ordering relation ‘‘p’’ or ‘‘pK ’’. We suppose that for any
xAXþ; the orbits fSnðxÞgNn¼0 and fTnðxÞgNn¼0 are both bounded. Obviously, by the
assumption that S and T are order-compact, the orbits fSnðxÞgNn¼0 and fTnðxÞgNn¼0
are relatively compact. Moreover, if SðxÞpðXÞx for some x; then the orbit
fSnðxÞgNn¼0 converges to some ﬁxed point. Similarly, if TðxÞpKðXKÞx for some x;
then the orbit fTnðxÞgNn¼0 converges to some ﬁxed point (see [34]). We say that a set
G attracts a point x under the map SðTÞ provided the omega limit set of x under
SðTÞ is contained in G; and that G attracts another set G0 if G attracts all points in G0:
In particular, if G ¼ fx0g with x0 being a ﬁxed point, then we use x0 instead of fx0g:
We denote by S1;S2;y;Sn and T1;T2;y;Tn the components of S and T ;
respectively.
Suppose that E is an ordered Banach space and the cone deﬁned by the ordering in
E is denoted by Eþ: Assume that the interior Int Eþ of Eþ is nonempty. A linear
operator L :E-E is said to be strongly positive if LðEþ\f0gÞCInt Eþ: By the
Krein–Rutman theorem, if L : E-E is strongly positive and completely continuous,
then the spectral radius rðLÞ is a simple eigenvalue, called the principal eigenvalue,
with a unit positive eigenvector vAInt Eþ; called the principal eigenvector, and there
is no other unit eigenvector in Eþ:
Suppose that xAXþ: For any i; jAN; let DiTjðxÞ denote the partial derivative of Ti
with respect to xj at x: The complete continuity of T implies that DiTj is compact
(see [15]). Similarly, we can deﬁne DiSjðxÞ:
Now we give the main hypotheses on T :
(AT) For any LCN; TðH0LÞCInt HþL :
(BT) For any LCN; if x0 is a ﬁxed point of T with x0AInt HþL ; then x0 is locally
asymptotically stable with respect to HþL :
(CT) For any LCN; suppose that x0 is a ﬁxed point of T with x0AInt HþL : Then
for any iA %L; DiTiðx0Þ is strongly positive and the principal eigenvalue of DiTiðx0Þ is
not equal to 1.
For the monotone map S; we still suppose that the same hypotheses hold, but use
(AS), (BS) and (CS) to replace (AT), (BT) and (CT), respectively.
Because of (AS) or (AT), for any LCN; any ﬁxed point x0 of S or T in H0L; we
have x0AIntHþL : It is easy to see that if the monotone map S satisﬁes (AS), (BS) and
(CS), then the restriction of S to HþL for any LCN is also monotone and satisﬁes the
hypotheses (AS), (BS) and (CS) too. Similarly, if the type-K monotone map T
satisﬁes (AT), (BT) and (CT), then the restriction of T to HþL for any LCN is still
type-K monotone and satisﬁes the hypotheses (AT), (BT) and (CT). In particular,
the restriction of T to HþL for any LCI or LCJ is a monotone map.
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In Sections 7 and 8, we will use the deﬁnitions of the monotone matrix and the
type-K monotone matrix.
An n  n matrix is called monotone if all its off-diagonal elements are nonnegative.
For two monotone matrices A1 and A2; we write A1pA2 if A2  A1 is a nonnegative
matrix.
An n  n matrix M is called type-K monotone if M has the following form:
A B
C D
 !
; ð2:1Þ
where A is a k  k monotone matrix ð0pkpnÞ; B is a k  ðn  kÞ nonnegative
matrix, C is an ðn  kÞ  k nonnegative matrix, and D is an ðn  kÞ  ðn  kÞ
monotone matrix. For two type-K monotone matrices M1;M2 which have the form
(2.1), we write M1pK M2 if A1pA2; B1pB2; C1pC2 and D1pD2:
An n  n matrix A is called stable if the real part of every eigenvalue of A is
negative.
Assume Xi ¼ R with Xþi ¼ Rþ for all iAN: Then X ¼ Rn is an n-dimensional
Euclidean space. Xþ ¼ Rnþ ¼ fxARn : xiX0 for 1pipng and K ¼ fxARn : xiX0
for 1pipk and xjp0 for k þ 1pjpng: If A1pA2 are two n  n monotone matrices,
then A1xpA2x for any xAXþ: If M1pK M2 are two n  n type-K monotone
matrices, then M1xpK M2x for any xAK :
For an irreducible monotone n  n matrix, by Perron–Frobenius theorem, there
is a unique unit eigenvector in IntRnþ; which is called the principal eigenvector,
the corresponding eigenvalue is called the principal eigenvalue. Similarly, for the
irreducible type-K monotone matrix, there is a unique unit eigenvector, say the
principal eigenvector, in Int K:
Assume that M ¼ ðaijÞ is an n  n matrix. Let LCN: We deﬁne the restriction of
M about L as ML ¼ ðaijÞi;jAL: If M is a monotone or type-K monotone matrix and is
stable, then so is ML: In particular, aii is negative for any iAN: Let M1L;M
2
L be the
restrictions of two n  n type-K monotone matrices M1 ¼ ðaijÞ;M2 ¼ ðbijÞ with
respect to L: We write M1LpLK M2L if
aijpbij i; jAI-L or i; jAJ-L;
aijXbij iAI-L and jAJ-L; or iAJ-L and jAI-L:
(
3. The index theory
In this section, we will give some results about the index theory for the ﬁxed points
of monotone maps and type-K monotone maps.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the order-compact monotone map S satisfies (AS), (BS)
and (CS). Then for any LCN; there is at most one fixed point of S in H0L; and hence
there are at most finitely many fixed points of S in Xþ:
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Proof. Firstly, by (AS), for any LCN; any ﬁxed point belongs to Int HþL provided it
is in H0L:
Let xAH0L be a ﬁxed point. We claim that there is no ﬁxed point x
0AH0L with
xox0: Otherwise, consider the invariant order interval ½x;x0CHþL : By the conclusion
of Dancer and Hess [14] (or see [22]), there exists at least one ﬁxed point z in
½x; x0CInt HþL ; which is not asymptotically stable with respect to ½x; x0: Hence, z is
not asymptotically stable with respect to HþL ; contradicting (BS). Our claim holds.
By the result of Jiang [27] and the boundedness of all orbit in Xþ; x attracts all
points yAHþL with xoy: If there is another ﬁxed point x00AH0L with x00ax; then we
can ﬁnd a point yAH0L with x; x
00oy; and hence, y is attracted by both x and x00; a
contradiction. Therefore, for any LCN; there is at most one ﬁxed point of S in H0L:
Moreover, since Xþ ¼ SLCN H0L; there are at most ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points of S
in Xþ: &
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that the order-compact monotone map S satisfies (AS), (BS)
and (CS). If the fixed point xAXþ is asymptotically stable, then oðyÞ ¼ x for any
yAXþ with xoy:
Proof. We claim that there is no ﬁxed point x0AXþ with xox0: Suppose, to be
contrary, that there is some ﬁxed point x0AXþ with xox0: Proposition 3.1 shows
that there are only ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points. We can choose x0 such that there is no
other ﬁxed point in ½x; x0 except x; x0:
We know that there is some LCN such that x0AInt HþL : Then both x and x
0 are
asymptotically stable with respect to HþL : Especially, x; x
0 are asymptotically stable
with respect to ½x; x0; contradicting that there is a connecting orbit between x and x0
(see [14]). Therefore, our claim holds. By the result of Jiang [27], this corollary
holds. &
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the order-compact monotone map S satisfies (AS), (BS)
and (CS). Let U ¼ ½0; a be an order interval with all fixed points in Int U ; where Int U
means the interior of U with respect to Xþ: Then the index iðS;Xþ;UÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. Firstly, since there are ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points in Xþ; the order interval U
exists. Let @U be the boundary of U with respect to Xþ:
We know that the order interval ½0; a0CInt U provided a0AIntU : Hence, for any
point xA@U ; there is no ﬁxed point yAXþ of S with xpy: Otherwise,
xA½0; yCInt U ; a contradiction.
On the other hand, consider the homotopy
HtðxÞ ¼ Hðt; xÞ ¼ tSðxÞ;
where tA½0; 1; xAXþ: We claim that there is no ﬁxed point of Ht in @U for any
tA½0; 1: The claim is clear when t ¼ 0; 1: For any tAð0; 1Þ; if HtðxÞ ¼ tSðxÞ ¼ x; then
SðxÞ ¼ ð1=tÞx: It means that xoSðxÞ and hence oðxÞ ¼ fyg; where y is a ﬁxed point
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of S with xoy and oðxÞ is the omega limit set of x under S; a contradiction.
Therefore, by homotopy invariance, iðS;Xþ;UÞ ¼ iðH1;Xþ;UÞ ¼ iðH0;Xþ;UÞ
¼ ið0;Xþ;UÞ ¼ 1: &
This theorem holds for any order interval with all ﬁxed points in its interior with
respect to Xþ: On the other hand, for any point xAXþ; we can ﬁnd such an order
interval U with fSnðxÞgCU and use the index theory on U to consider the
dynamical behavior of x: To be simple, we deﬁne iðS;Xþ;XþÞ ¼ iðS;Xþ;UÞ so that
we do not need to search such a U whenever we use the index theory.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that the order-compact monotone map S satisfies (AS), (BS)
and (CS). Then for any fixed point x0AXþ; the fixed point index of x0; iðS;Xþ; x0Þ is
equal to 1 or 0. Furthermore, assume that x0AInt HþL : Then iðS;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 03 there
is some iA %L such that the principal eigenvalue li of DiSiðx0Þ is larger than 1; a fixed
point x0AXþ is asymptotically stable 3iðS;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 1:
Proof. Case 1: The principal eigenvalue li of DiSiðx0Þ is smaller than 1 for any iA %L:
On the other hand, x0 is asymptotically stable in HþL by (BS). Thus, x
0 is
asymptotically stable in Xþ: Hence, there exist
%
xAInt HþL with x
0 
%
xAInt HþL and
%xAXþ with %x  x0AXþ such that x0 attracts
%
x; %x: Furthermore, x0 attracts the order
interval ½
%
x; %x:
Consider the homotopy
HtðxÞ ¼ Hðt; xÞ ¼ tðSðxÞ  x0Þ þ x0 ¼ tSðxÞ þ ð1 tÞx0:
Firstly, HtðxÞ is also monotone for any tA½0; 1: We claim that for all xA½
%
x; %x\fx0g
and 0ptp1; Hðt; xÞax: In fact, H1ðxÞ has a unique ﬁxed point x0A½
%
x; %x and x0
attracts ½
%
x; %x with respect to the map H1ðxÞ ¼ SðxÞ: On the other hand, SlðxÞ > x0
for any x > x0 and any natural number l: Hence, for any 0ptp1 and x >
x0; Hðt; xÞ ¼ tðSðxÞ  x0Þ þ x0Xx0 and Hðt; xÞ ¼ tSðxÞ þ ð1 tÞx0pSðxÞ ¼
H1ðxÞ: Therefore, x0pHltðxÞpHl1ðxÞ: Hence, x0 attracts ½x0; %x under the map
HtðxÞ for any 0ptp1: Analogously, x0 attracts ½
%
x; x0 under the map HtðxÞ: Hence,
by the monotonicity, x0 attracts ½
%
x; %x under the map HtðxÞ for any 0ptp1: This
shows that our claim holds. So, by homotopy invariance, it follows that
iðS;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ iðHt;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ iðH0;Xþ;x0Þ ¼ iðx0;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 1:
Case 2: There is some iA %L such that the principal eigenvalue li of DiSiðx0Þ is
larger than 1. We can consider X as a product space of two spaces
Q
iAL Xi andQ
iA %L Xi and X
þ ¼ QiAL Xþi QjA %L Xþj : Then by the result of Dancer and Du (see
[13] or [11, Theorem 2.1]), iðS;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 0:
The last conclusion is obvious. &
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Remark 3.1. Firstly, we point out that
P
xAFðSÞ iðS;Xþ; xÞ ¼ iðS;Xþ;XþÞ ¼ 1;
where FðSÞ denotes the ﬁxed point set of S:Moreover, this conclusion and Theorems
3.3 and 3.4 hold for the restriction SL of S to H
þ
L : For any LCN; sinceP
xAFðSÞ-Hþ
L
iðSL;HþL ; xÞ ¼ iðSL;HþL ;HþL Þ ¼ 1; there exists a unique ﬁxed point
pLAHþL with iðSL;HþL ; pLÞ ¼ 1: Thus, pL is asymptotically stable with respect to HþL :
Moreover, p attracts all points y in HþL with p
Loy by Corollary 3.2. For any other
ﬁxed point qAHþL ; iðSL;HþL ; qÞ ¼ 0: Especially, when L ¼ N; there is a unique ﬁxed
point pN which attracts all points y in Xþ with pNoy: Therefore, qppN for any ﬁxed
point q of S:
Now, consider the order-compact type-K monotone map T satisfying (AT), (BT)
and (CT). Using the last conclusion of Remark 3.1 to the restrictions of T to HþI and
HþJ ; we obtain that there exist a ﬁxed point p
IAHþI which is larger than all the other
ﬁxed points in HþI in the type-K order ‘‘oK ’’, and a ﬁxed point pJAHþJ which is
smaller than all the other ﬁxed points in HþJ in the type-K order ‘‘oK ’’. Moreover, it
is easy to see that all ﬁxed points of T are in the type-K order interval ½pJ ; pI K :
Moreover, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the order-compact type-K monotone map T satisfies (AT),
(BT) and (CT). Let U ¼ ½a; bK be an order interval with ½pJ ; pI KCInt U ; where
aAInt HþJ ; bAInt H
þ
I and IntU means the interior of U with respect to X
þ: Then
iðT ;Xþ;UÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. Firstly, it is easy to see that such U exists.
Consider the homotopy
HtðxÞ ¼ Hðt; xÞ ¼ tTðxÞ : ½0; 1  Xþ-Xþ:
We claim that there is no ﬁxed point in @U for any tA½0; 1; where @U is the
boundary of U with respect to Xþ: We only need to consider the case that tAð0; 1Þ:
Suppose, the contrary, that there is some tAð0; 1Þ and %xA@U such that Htð %xÞ ¼
tTð %xÞ ¼ %x: Then Tð %xÞ ¼ ð1=tÞ %x: On the other hand, %x can be rewritten as %x ¼
%xI þ %xJ ; where %xIAHþI ; %xJAHþJ :Moreover, at least one of %xI ; %xJ is not 0 and belongs
to @U : Let %xIA@U : Then ð1=tÞ %x ¼ Tð %xÞpK Tð %xI Þ: Moreover, we get ð1=tÞ %xI
pK Tð %xI Þ: Hence, %xIpK Tð %xI Þ and oð %xIÞ; the omega limit set of xI under T ; is a
singleton with %xIpKoð %xIÞ: Since %xI belongs to the boundary of ½a; bK with respect
to Xþ; %xI also belongs to the boundary of ½0; bK with respect to HþI : Theorem 3.2
and its proof imply that there is no ﬁxed point yAHþI with x
IpK y; contradicting that
%xIpKoð %xI Þ: Our claim holds. By homotopy invariance, it follows that iðT ;Xþ;UÞ ¼
iðH1;Xþ;UÞ ¼ iðH0;Xþ;UÞ ¼ 1:
Finally, we deﬁne iðT ;Xþ;XþÞ ¼ iðT ;Xþ;UÞ so that we do not need to search
such a U whenever we use the index theory. &
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Theorem 3.6. Suppose that the order-compact type-K monotone map T satisfies (AT),
(BT) and (CT). Then for any fixed point x0AXþ; the index of x0 iðT ;Xþ; x0Þ is 1 or 0.
Furthermore, assume that x0AInt HþL : Then iðT ;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 03 there is some iA %L
such that the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðx0Þ is larger than 1; x0 is asymptotically
stable in Xþ3iðT ;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 1:
The proof of this theorem is completely analogous to that of Theorem 3.4. We
only need to consider an order interval ½
%
x; %xK with x0 in its interior with respect to
Xþ; and use the type-K monotonicity with respect to K to replace the monotonicity
with respect to Xþ:
Remark 3.2. Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 hold for the restriction TL of T to H
þ
L for any
LCN: On the other hand, since
P
xAFðTÞ-Hþ
L
iðTL;HþL ; xÞ ¼ iðTL;HþL ;HþL Þ ¼ 1;
where FðTÞ is the ﬁxed point set of T ; there exists a unique ﬁxed point pLAHþL with
iðTL;HþL ; pLÞ ¼ 1: Moreover, pL is asymptotically stable with respect to HþL :
iðTL;HþL ; qÞ ¼ 0 for any other ﬁxed point qAHþL :
4. The global stability for the monotone systems
The object of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the order-compact monotone map S : Xþ-Xþ satisfies the
hypotheses (AS), (BS) and (CS). Then there is a fixed point pAXþ such that oðxÞ ¼ p
for any xAIntXþ: Moreover, let L ¼ fi: pi > 0g: Then the domain of attraction of p is
L ¼ fxAXþ : xi > 0 for all iALg:
To prove this theorem, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the order-compact monotone map S satisfies (AS), and
x0AInt HþL is a fixed point. If for some iA %L; DiSiðx0Þ is a strongly positive operator
with the principal eigenvalue li > 1 and the principal eigenvector vi; then given any r
with 0oroli; there exist some number %s > 0 and yAH0L with x0  yAInt HþL such that
0oso%s implies that rsvipSiðy þ s#viÞ:
Proof. Since DiSiðx0Þvi  rvi ¼ ðli  rÞviAInt Xþi ; there exists a number a > 0 such
that if zAXþi and jjzjjoa; then DiSiðx0Þvi  rvi þ zAInt Xþi : Let %s > 0 be so small
that if y ¼ ð1 %sÞx0 and 0psp%s; then jjDiSiðx0Þ  DiSiðy þ s#viÞjjoa: By SiðyÞ ¼ 0;
it follows that, for 0oso%s;
Siðy þ s#viÞ ¼
Z 1
0
DiSiðy þ st#viÞsvi dt ¼ sDiSiðx0Þvi þ sz;
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where
z ¼
Z 1
0
ðDiSiðy þ st#viÞ  DiSiðx0ÞÞvi dt:
Since jjzjjoa; Siðy þ s#viÞ  rsviAIntXþi : It means that rsvipSiðy þ s#viÞ; where
0oso%s: &
Remark 4.1. It follows from this lemma and the monotonicity that for any
xAHþL with ypx and 0oso%s; rsvipSiðx þ s#viÞ: In addition, suppose that
wiAXþi with svipwi for some 0oso%s: Then let r ¼ 1; we have svipSiðx þ
s#viÞpSiðx þ wˆiÞ:
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that the order-compact monotone map S satisfies (AS), (BS) and
(CS), and the fixed point x0AInt HþL attracts H
0
L for some LCN: Moreover, suppose
that there is some iA %L such that the principal eigenvalue li of the strongly positive
operator DiSiðx0Þ is larger than one and the corresponding principal eigenvector is vi:
Then there exists some fixed point pAInt HþL1 such that p attracts H
0
L1
; where L1 ¼
L,fig:
Proof. Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.1 implies that there is some number %s > 0 such
that svipSiðx0 þ s#viÞ for 0oso%s: On the other hand, Sðx0 þ s#viÞ > x0: Hence, we
have Sðx0 þ s#viÞ > x0 þ s#vi; and then oðx0 þ s#viÞ ¼ fpg for some ﬁxed point
pAInt HþL1 : Moreover, p attracts ½x0 þ s#vi; p: By Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.1, p is
independent of the sufﬁciently small s: On the other hand, by Corollary 3.2, p
attracts any point z in HþL1 with poz: Therefore, p attracts any point z in HþL1 with
x0 þ s#vioz:
For any xAH0L1 ; xXx  xˆiAH0L; where xi is the ith component of x: By mono-
tonicity and assumption,oðxÞXoðx  xˆiÞ ¼ x0; which implies that SlðxÞXð1 %sÞx09y
and hence SlðxÞXy þ SˆliðxÞ for l sufﬁciently large, say lXl0; where SˆliðxÞ ¼ ð0;y;
ðSlðxÞÞi;yÞAHþfig: We assert that oðxÞ-HþL ¼ | for all xAHþL1 : In fact, by (AS),
Sl0ðxÞAInt HþL1 : So there is an sAð0; %sÞ such that svi5Sl0i ðxÞ: From Remark 4.1, we get
that Sl0þ1i ðxÞ ¼ SiðSl0ðxÞÞXSiðy þ Sˆl0i ðxÞÞXSiðy þ s#viÞXsvi:Moreover, Sli ðxÞ > svi for
any l > l0: Therefore, oðxÞ-HþL ¼ |: Hence, there is some qAoðxÞ-H0L1 : By (AS), we
can assume that qAInt HþL1 : There is some s with 0oso%s such that x0 þ s#vipq: Then,
oðqÞ ¼ fpg: By (BS), p is asymptotically stable in HþL1 : Therefore, oðxÞ ¼ fpg: &
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Remark 3.1 shows that there is a unique asymptotically stable
ﬁxed point in Xþ; which is denoted by p and for any other ﬁxed point q; qop: We
want to show that p is the globally asymptotically stable ﬁxed point that we look for.
If 0 is asymptotically stable, Corollary 3.2 implies p ¼ 0 attracts Xþ: Otherwise,
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there is some iAN; say i ¼ 1; such that the principal eigenvalue l1 of D1S1ð0Þ is
larger than 1: By Lemma 4.3, there is some ﬁxed point x1AInt Hþf1g such that x
1
attracts H0f1g: If x
1 is asymptotically stable, then p ¼ x1: Corollary 3.2 and
Lemma 4.3 imply that p ¼ x1 attracts the set L ¼ fxAXþ : x1 > 0g: Otherwise,
there is some i0a1; say i0 ¼ 2; such that the principal eigenvalue l2 of
D2S2ðx1Þ is larger than 1: Lemma 4.3 implies that there is some ﬁxed point
x2AInt Hþf1;2g such that x
2 attracts H0f1;2g: If x
2 is asymptotically stable, then
p ¼ x2: In this way, at most after n steps, we can ﬁnd a ﬁxed point which is
asymptotically stable with respect to Xþ: By the uniqueness of the asymptotically
stable ﬁxed point, this ﬁxed point is p: Suppose that pAInt HþL : By Lemma 4.3
and the above discussion, the domain of attraction of p is L ¼ fxAXþ : xi > 0 for all
iALg: &
5. The global stability for the type-K monotone systems
The object of this section is to prove the following theorem which is about the
global stability for the type-K monotone systems.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that order-compact type-K monotone map T : Xþ-Xþ
satisfies the hypotheses (AT), (BT) and (CT). Then there is a fixed point pAXþ such
that oðxÞ ¼ p for any xAInt Xþ: Furthermore, let L ¼ fi : pi > 0g: Then the domain
of attraction of p is L ¼ fxAXþ : xi > 0 for all iALg:
To prove this theorem, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that the order-compact type-K monotone map T satisfies (AT)
and x0AInt HþL is a fixed point. Assume that the principal eigenvalue li of the strongly
positive operator DiTiðx0Þ is larger than one and the corresponding principal
eigenvector is vi for some iA %L: Given any r with 0oroli; there exist some positive
number %s and yAInt HþL either with x
0
m  ymAInt Xþm for mAL-I and ym 
x0mAInt X
þ
m for mAL-J provided iAI ; or with x0m  ymAInt Xþm for mAL-J and
ym  x0mAInt Xþm for mAL-I provided iAJ such that 0oso%s implies that
rsvipTiðy þ s#viÞ:
The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to that of Lemma 4.2.
Remark 5.1. We know that either iAI or iAJ: It follows from this lemma that if iAI ;
then for any xAHþL with ypK x and 0oso%s; rsvipTiðx þ s#viÞ; and similarly, if iAJ;
then for any xAHþL with xpK y and 0oso%s; rsvipTiðx þ s#viÞ by the type-K
monotonicity. Moreover, in both cases, suppose that wiAXþi with svipwi for some
0oso%s: Then svipTiðx þ s#viÞpTiðx þ wˆiÞ:
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Lemma 5.3. Suppose that the order-compact type-K monotone map T satisfies (AT),
(BT) and (CT). Let x0AXþ be a fixed point which attracts an open set in Xþ: Then
iðT ;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 1 and x0 is asymptotically stable in Xþ:
Proof. Suppose, the contrary, iðT ;Xþ; x0Þ ¼ 0: Then there is some iAN such that
the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðx0Þ is larger than 1: Obviously, li is an eigenvalue
of DTðx0Þ; contradicting that x0 attracts an open set. Applying Theorem 3.6 again,
we obtain that every principal eigenvalue of the strongly positive operator DiTiðx0Þ
is smaller than 1 for any i with x0i ¼ 0: Thus, x0 is asymptotically stable in Xþ: &
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that the order-compact type-K monotone map T : Xþ-Xþ
satisfies the hypotheses (AT), (BT) and (CT). Assume that there exists a fixed point a
such that it attracts H0L with L*J; aiAInt X
þ
i for iAL-I ; the principal eigenvalue l
of DlTlðx0Þ is larger than one, and the corresponding eigenvector is vl for some lAI\L:
Then there is a fixed point bAHþL1 with L1 ¼ L,flg such that
(i) biAInt Xþi for any iAI-L1;
(ii) b attracts the set
G ¼ fxAHþL1 : 0oxi5bi for iAI-L1 and bj5xj for any jAJg;
(iii) b is asymptotically stable in HþL1 ;
(iv) if the fixed point pXK a with plb0; then bpK p:
Furthermore, the same conclusion holds if I and J are changed each other.
Proof. For the purpose of precision, we assume L ¼ fm;m þ 1;y; ng with
mpk þ 1: Since a attracts IntHþL ; we have a ¼ ð0;y; 0; am; amþ1;y; anÞAHþL with
aib0 for mpipk: By Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.1, there is some %s > 0 and
a˜AInt HþL with aj5a˜j for jAJ and a˜j5aj for jAL-I such that 0oso%s and xAHþL
with xXK a˜ imply that svlpTlðx þ s#vlÞ: Especially, we have %a ¼ a þ s#vloK Tð %aÞ for
any 0osp%s: Hence, oð %aÞ ¼ b >K %a: It is easy to see that b satisﬁes (i) and is
independent of s for 0osp%s:
Set xAG: Then x  xˆloK xoK b: Obviously, x  xˆlAH0L: Therefore a ¼ oðx 
xˆlÞpKoðxÞpK b by the assumption and monotonicity, that is, oðxÞC½a; bK for any
xAG:
From now on, we ﬁx xAG: It follows from oðxÞC½a; bK that there is an integer %R
such that TRðxÞA½a˜; bK for all RX %R: By (AT), TlðTRðxÞÞAInt Xþl for any R:Hence,
there is some s > 0 such that svloðT %RðxÞÞl : Remark 5.1 shows that svloðTRðxÞÞl for
all R > %R: Hence, oðxÞ-HþL is empty. Fix yAoðxÞ with yl > 0: From the invariance
of oðxÞ and (AT), we have ylb0: Hence, we can choose 0oso%s such that %a ¼
a þ s#vlpK ypK b: This shows that oðyÞ ¼ oð %aÞ ¼ b; i.e., bAoðxÞ: Since for any
xAG; xoK b and xi5bi for all iAL1-I and bj5xj for all jAJ; we can ﬁnd an integer
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R such that xoK TRðxÞ; which implies that oðxÞ is a periodic orbit. Together with
the ﬁxed point bAoðxÞ; we conclude that oðxÞ ¼ fbg for all xAG: Because b attracts
the set G; b is asymptotically stable in HþL1 by Lemma 5.3.
Finally, if p is a ﬁxed point with apK p and plb0; then %a ¼ a þ s#vlpK p for
0oso%s; which implies that b ¼ oð %aÞpK p: The proof is complete. &
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Theorem 3.6 and Remark 3.2, there is a unique locally
asymptotically stable ﬁxed point p: We want to prove that p is the globally
asymptotically stable ﬁxed point that we look for. We shall prove this theorem by
induction on the number n of components of Xþ: The statement is clear if n ¼ 1 by
Theorem 4.1, since the system is also monotone in this case. So assume for induction
that the theorem is true when the number of components of Xþ is less than n: Now,
we consider the type-K monotone map satisfying (AT), (BT), (CT) on the coneQ
iAN X
þ
i with #N ¼ n: We divide the proof into three cases:
ð1Þ pAHþI ; ð2Þ pAHþJ ; ð3Þ peHþI and peHþJ :
Case 1: Let p ¼ ðp1; p2;y; pk; 0; 0;y; 0Þ: Then p is locally asymptotically stable
by assumption. In particular, p is locally asymptotically stable with respect to HþI :
Because of Theorem 4.1, p attracts all points in fxAHþI : xia0 for any iAI with
pia0g: In particular, p attracts all points in L1 ¼ fxAXþ; xXK pg: In the following
we consider the set L2 deﬁned by
L2 ¼fxAXþ : 0oxi5pi for iAI with pib0
xi0 ¼ 0 for i0AI with pi0 ¼ 0; 0oxj for jAJg:
If there exists iAI such that pi ¼ 0; then L2CHþNi where Ni ¼ N\fig; and p is locally
asymptotically stable with respect to HþNi :Hence, p attracts all the points in L2 by the
induction assumption. For any xAL; by (AS), TðxÞAL and TiðxÞb0 for any iAL:
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that xAL with xib0 for all
iAL: It is not difﬁcult to prove that for any xAL; there exist yAL2 and zAL1 such
that ypK xpK z; which implies that oðxÞ ¼ oðyÞ ¼ oðzÞ ¼ p: The theorem is true in
this situation.
Now, suppose that pAInt HþI : H
þ
J is an invariant set under T ; and T is monotone
on HþJ : Hence, by Theorem 4.1, there is a ﬁxed point a ¼ ð0;y; 0; akþ1;y; anÞAHþJ
such that a attracts all points in
fxAHþJ : 0oxj for any jAJ with 0oajg:
U ¼ ½a; pK is invariant under T : Theorem 3.6 implies that iðT ;Xþ; pÞ ¼ 1 and
iðT ;Xþ; qÞ ¼ 0 for any other ﬁxed point qAXþ: Since iðT ;Xþ; aÞ ¼ 0; by Theorem
3.6, there is iAI such that the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðaÞ is larger than 1.
Without loss of generality, let i ¼ 1: Then a;L ¼ J and l ¼ 1 satisfy all conditions
of Lemma 5.4. Applying it, we have a ﬁxed point a1 satisfying (i)–(iv) with
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L1¼J,f1g: In particular, a1A½a; pK attracts fxAHþL1 : 0ox15a11; a1j5xj for jAJg:
By Lemma 5.3, a1 is locally asymptotically stable in HþL1 : Therefore, if Iaf1g; then
a1 attracts H0L1 by induction assumption. Applying Theorem 3.6 again, we get that
there is iAI\f1g; say i ¼ 2; such that the principal eigenvalue l2 of D2T2ða1Þ is larger
than 1. Again, a1; L1 and l ¼ 2 satisfy all conditions of Lemma 5.4. It follows that
there exists a ﬁxed point a2A½a; pK such that it attracts the set
fxAHþL2 : 0oxi5a2i for i ¼ 1; 2; a2j5xj for jAJg with L2 ¼ L1,f2g: Lemma 5.3
implies that a2 is locally asymptotically stable in HþL2 : If Iaf1; 2g; we conclude that
a2 attracts H0L2 by induction assumption.
After using such a procedure k times, we can ﬁnd a ﬁxed point ak ¼ q ¼
ðq1; q2;y; qk; qkþ1;y; qnÞA½a; pK with qib0 for iAI : The domain of attraction of q
includes
Lq ¼fx ¼ ðx1;y; xk; xkþ1;y; xnÞ :
0oxi5qi for iAI ; xjbqj for any jAJg:
By Lemma 5.3, q is locally asymptotically stable with respect to Xþ: Hence, q is
equal to p by the uniqueness of the stable ﬁxed point in Xþ: Hence, Lq ¼ L2:
For any xAL; there are x1AL1 and x2AL2 such that x2pK xpK x1: Therefore,
oðxÞ ¼ oðx1Þ ¼ oðx2Þ ¼ p:
Case 2: If Case 1 is true, then pick a transformation by ðx1;y; xnÞ such that it is
changed into Case 1. Actually, we only choose a suitable permutation of species
indices for this purpose.
Case 3: Let p ¼ ðp1;y; pk; pkþ1;y; pnÞ: Firstly, consider the set
L3 ¼fxAXþ : 0oxi5pi for iAI with 0opi;
xi0 ¼ 0 for i0AI with pi0 ¼ 0; xjbpj for jAJg:
If there is some iAI such that pi ¼ 0; then there is some LkN such that L3CHþL :
Hence the induction assumption implies oðxÞ ¼ p for any xAL3:
Otherwise, 0opi for any iAI : By Theorem 4.1, there is a ﬁxed point aAHþJ which
is globally asymptotically stable with respect to HþJ : Since a attracts H
0
J ; apK p:
Theorem 3.6 implies that iðT ;Xþ; pÞ ¼ 1 and the index of every other ﬁxed point in
Xþ is 0. Hence, there is iAI such that the principal eigenvalue li of DiSiðaÞ is larger
than 1. Without loss of generality, let i ¼ 1; then applying Lemma 4.3 to a; L ¼ J
and l ¼ 1 here, we conclude that there is a ﬁxed point a1A½a; pK with the property
that it attracts the set fxAHþ
J,f1g: 0ox15a11; a1j5xj for any jAJg: Completely
repeating the argument in Case (1), we obtain that after k steps we can ﬁnd qA½a; pK
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which attracts
Lq3 ¼fx ¼ ðx1;y; xk; xkþ1;y; xnÞ :
0oxi5qi for iAI ; qj5xj for any jAJg:
This implies that q is locally asymptotically stable with respect to Xþ by Lemma 5.3.
Therefore, q ¼ p by the uniqueness of the stable ﬁxed point in ½a; pK ; that is, p
attracts L3:
Similarly, we can obtain that p attracts all points in
L4 ¼fxAXþ : pi5xi; for iAI ; 0oxj5pj for
jAJ with 0opj; xj0 ¼ 0 for j0AJ with pj0 ¼ 0g:
For any xAL; we can ﬁnd x3AL3 and x4AL4 such that x3pK xpK x4: Then oðxÞ ¼
oðx3Þ ¼ oðx4Þ ¼ p: The proof is complete. &
6. The permanence and coexistence in a positive ﬁxed point
In this section, we will study the permanence for the type-K monotone systems
and use the results in Section 5 to give the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the
type-K monotone system to have a globally asymptotically stable positive ﬁxed
point.
Let L and P be two subsets of N; ICL; JCP: Without loss of generality, let
L ¼ f1; 2;y; k; k þ 1;y; lg; P ¼ fn  p þ 1;y; k þ 1;y; ng:
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that T satisfies the hypothesis (AT), u0 and w0 are two fixed
points with u0AInt HþL ; w
0AInt HþP and w
0pK u0: Assume that DiTiðu0Þ is strongly
positive and the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðu0Þ is larger than 1 with the principal
eigenvector vi for any iA %L; and DjTjðu0Þ is strongly positive and the principal
eigenvalue lj of DjTjðw0Þ is larger than 1 with the corresponding eigenvector vj for any
jA %P: Then there are positive fixed points %x; x˜ satisfying the following properties:
(1) %x; x˜AIntXþ; %x; x˜A½w0; u0K ; %xpK x˜:
(2) If xAH0N ;w
0pK xpK %x; then oðxÞ ¼ f %xg; and if xAH0N ; x˜pK xpK u0; then
oðxÞ ¼ fx˜g:
(3) If xAH0N ;w
0pK xpK u0; then oðxÞC½ %x; x˜K :
In addition, if u0 attracts all points xXK u0 in Int HþL ; and w
0 attracts all points
xpK w0 in Int HþP ; then oðxÞ ¼ x˜ for all xAH0N with xXK x˜; oðxÞ ¼ %x for all xAH0N
with xpK %x; and oðxÞC½ %x; x˜K for all xAH0N :
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Proof. Firstly, we consider the point w0: By Lemma 5.2, given any r with 0oroli
for all iA %P; there exist a positive number %s and yAInt HþP with w
0
mbym for mAP-I
and ymbw0m for mAJ such that 0oso%s and xAHþP with xXK y imply that
rsvipTiðx þ s#viÞ for all iA %P: Therefore, let w0 ¼
P
iA %P s#vi þ w0: By the type-K
monotonicity, we can obtain w0oTðw0Þ:
Hence, there is a ﬁxed point %xXK w0 such that oðw0Þ ¼ f %xg: The conclusion holds
for all sufﬁciently small s: The monotonicity of T and (AT) imply that for all xAH0N
with w0pK xpK %x; oðxÞ ¼ f %xg: Similarly, there is a ﬁxed point x˜pK u0 which attracts
all xAH0N with x˜pK xpK u0: Since w0AInt HþL ; u0AInt HþP ; there exists some
sufﬁciently small s > 0 such that sviou0i for all iA %L and svjow0j for all jA %P:
Moreover, w0ou0 where w0 ¼PiA %P s#vi þ w0 and u0 ¼PiA %L s#vi þ u0 since w0pK u0:
Hence, w0pKoðw0Þ ¼ %xpK x˜ ¼ oðu0ÞpK u and %x; x˜A½w0; u0KCInt Xþ: Now suppose
that the additional assumptions hold. For all xAH0N with xXK x˜; we can choose
uAH0L with u
0pK u such that xpK u: Then x˜pKoðxÞpKfu0g ¼ oðuÞ: But, there exist
a number %s > 0 and yAIntHþL with ym  u0mAInt Xþm for mAI and u0m  ymAInt Xþm
for mAL-J such that 0oso%s implies that svipTiðy þ s#viÞ for all iA %L: It implies
that oðxÞCIntXþ for xAH0N with xXK x˜: Hence, oðxÞ ¼ fx˜g: Similarly, oðxÞ ¼ f %xg
for xAH0N with xpK %x: For any xAH0N ; there are x1; x2AH0N satisfying
x1pK %x; x2XK x˜ such that x1pK xpK x2: Hence oðxÞC½ %x; x˜K : The proof is
complete. &
A system satisfying all assumptions of Theorem 6.1 is called the compressive
system. Moreover, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Furthermore,
we assume that every fixed point in Int Xþ is locally asymptotically stable.
Then the system has a unique positive fixed point x0AInt Xþ which attracts all points
in H0N :
Proof. Using the symbols in Theorem 6.1. There is an order interval ½ %x; x˜KCInt Xþ
attracting all points in H0N :We only need to show that x
0 ¼ %x ¼ x˜: If not, %xax˜; then
by the result of Dancer and Hess [14], there is some ﬁxed point of the type-K
monotone map T in ½ %x; x˜K which is not locally asymptotically stable, a
contradiction. The corollary holds. &
By Theorem 6.1 and the conclusions in Section 5, we can obtain the theorem for
coexistence in a globally stable positive ﬁxed point.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that T satisfies (AT), (BT) and (CT). Then there exists a unique
fixed point pAInt Xþ which is globally asymptotically stable with respect to Int Xþ if
and only if:
(1) There exists LCN with ICL such that there exists a fixed point u0AInt HþL with
the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðu0Þ larger than 1.
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(2) There exists PCN with JCP such that there exists a fixed point w0AInt HþP with
the principal eigenvalue lj of DjTjðw0Þ larger than 1.
Proof (Sufﬁciency). Suppose that conditions (1) and (2) hold. By Theorem 5.1, u0
and w0 attract Int HþL and IntH
þ
P ; respectively. Thus, Theorem 6.1 implies that there
exists a ﬁxed point pAInt Xþ: The hypothesis (BT) and Corollary 6.2 imply that p is
globally asymptotically stable with respect to Int Xþ:
(Necessity). Assume that pAInt Xþ is globally asymptotically stable with respect
to Int Xþ: By Theorem 4.1, there is a ﬁxed point aAInt HþJ with apK p such that it
attracts IntHþJ : By Lemma 4.2 and the stability of p; iðT ;Xþ; pÞ ¼ 1 and
iðT ;Xþ; qÞ ¼ 0 for any other ﬁxed point qAXþ: In particular, iðT ;Xþ; aÞ ¼ 0:
Theorem 3.6 implies that there is an index iAI such that the principal eigenvalue li
of DiTiðaÞ is larger than 1. If the principal eigenvalue lm of DmTmðaÞ is larger than 1
for any mAI ; then we choose w0 ¼ aAInt HþJ satisfying (2). Otherwise, applying
Lemma 5.4 to a;L ¼ J and l ¼ i; we get a ﬁxed point a1AInt HþL1 with L1 ¼ J,fig
such that it attracts Int HþL1 : Then iðT ;Xþ; a1Þ ¼ 0 and there exists jAI\fig such that
the principal eigenvalue lj of DjTjða1Þ is larger than 1. If the principal eigenvalue lr
of DrTrða1Þ is larger than 1 for any rAI\fig; then w0 ¼ a1 satisfying (2). Otherwise,
we continue to apply Lemma 5.4 to a1: Obviously, at most after k  1 steps, we
obtain PCN with JCP such that there exists a ﬁxed point w0AInt HþP with the
principal eigenvalue lj of DjTjðu0Þ larger than 1 for any jA %P:
Similarly, there exists LCN with ICL such that there exists a ﬁxed point
u0AInt HþL with the principal eigenvalue li of DiTiðu0Þ larger than 1 for any iA %L:
The proof is complete. &
Remark 6.1. The results in Sections 4–6 have been obtained for ﬁnite dimensional
systems in our paper [29], but under a stronger assumption that every ﬁxed point is
hyperbolic.
7. Time-periodic type-K monotone reaction–diffusion equations systems
For explanation of terms and notations used in this section see [23,25].
We consider the system of parabolic PDEs on O R
@u
@t ¼ DWu þ diagðuÞðr þ MuÞ;
@u
@n ¼ 0 on @O R;
uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ in O:
8><
>: ð7:1Þ
Here O is a bounded domain of Rm with mX1; the boundary @O is a C2þa
manifold for some aAð0; 1Þ; n is the outer unit normal vector on @O; r ¼ ðr1ðx; tÞ;
y; rnðx; tÞÞ;M ¼ ðaijðx; tÞÞnn: Denote the closure of O by %O: We assume
that the functions riðx; tÞ and aijðx; tÞ are 2p-periodic in t on %O R; and of class
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Ca;a=2ð %O RÞ for all i; jAN: We also assume that D ¼ diagðd1;y; dnÞ with diðtÞ
being strictly positive 2p-periodic function of t of class Ca=2ðRÞ: Moreover, for all
ðx; tÞA %O R; we assume that Mðx; tÞ ¼ ðaijðx; tÞÞnn is a type-K monotone matrix
with aijðx; tÞa0 for all iaj and ðx; tÞA %O R: We write M as the structure (2.1) and
let A ¼ Aðx; tÞpA0 and D ¼ Dðx; tÞpD0 for all ðx; tÞA %O R; where the k  k
constant matrix A0 and the ðn  kÞ  ðn  kÞ constant matrix D0 are both monotone
and stable. This assumption implies that aiio0 for all ðx; tÞA %O R: Furthermore, we
suppose that A0;D0 are irreducible. To apply the abstract theory to study the
solutions of this system which satisfy the additional condition uðx; t þ 2pÞ ¼ uðx; tÞ
for ðx; tÞA %O R; we let Xi be the Banach space C2B which is the subspace of
functions f of C2ð %OÞ satisfying the boundary condition @f@n ¼ 0 on @O for all
iAN: The set Xþi of nonnegative functions of Xi is a solid cone and we consider
Xi to be ordered by this cone. We use P
þ to denote Xþi for all iAN: We order the
product space X ¼QiAN Xi as in the preliminary. In this section and the next
section, we use pK to denote the order in both of X ¼
Q
iAN C
2
B and R
n without
confusion.
Motivated by the development in [3,43], we shall call an n-dimensional vector
function uþ every component of which is of class C1;0ð %O ½0;þNÞÞ-C2;1ð %O
ð0;þNÞÞ a supersolution of system (7.1) if uþ satisﬁes the differential inequalities
obtained by (7.1) replacing ‘‘=’’ by ‘‘XK ’’ in the former two equations. A
subsolution u is deﬁned by reversing the inequalities in the deﬁnition of a
supersolution.
By consideration of a two-dimensional competitive system of parabolic equations
equivalent to (7.1) (see [23]) and by straightforward modiﬁcation of the theory
developed in [3] for a single equation, it follows that if u is a subsolution and uþ is a
supersolution of (7.1) and uðx; 0ÞpK uþðx; 0Þ for all xA %O; then for any fAX with
uðx; 0ÞpKfðxÞpK uþðx; 0Þ for xA %O; there exists a unique solution u of the initial
value problem (7.1) corresponding to the initial condition uðx; 0Þ ¼ fðxÞ which is
regular, that is, all the components of u are in C1;0ð %O ½0;þNÞÞ-C2þa;1þa=2ð %O
ð0;þNÞÞ: Moreover, uð; tÞpK uð; tÞpK uþð; tÞ for tA½0;þNÞ and the Poincare´
map T deﬁned by TðfÞ ¼ uð; 2pÞ where uð; tÞ is the solution of (7.1) with the initial
value vector function f being continuous and compact on ½uðx; 0Þ; uþðx; 0ÞK (cf.
[23,25]).
Given any fAXþ; there exist two vectors aA0 and aD0 which are the positive
multiples of the principal eigenvector of A0;D0; respectively, and have sufﬁciently
large norms such that uþ ¼ ðuþ1 ;y; uþn Þ with uþi  ðaA0Þi for iAI ; uþj  0 for jAJ is
a supersolution, u ¼ ðu1 ;y; un Þ with ui  0 for iAI and uj  ðaD0Þj for jAJ is a
subsolution and uoKfoK uþ: Hence, fTnðfÞgC½u; uþK : Therefore, the Poincare´
map T deﬁned on Xþ is order-compact and continuous and the orbit of each
point in Xþ is bounded. That T is of class C1 on Xþ follows from the fact that
system (7.1) is smooth in u and the obvious extension of the theory developed in [21]
to systems.
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We say that a periodic solution uðx; tÞ of (7.1) is asymptotically stable if the
initial value function uð; 0Þ of u is asymptotically stable under the Poincare´
map T :
If f; yAXþ; fpKy; and u and v are the solutions of the initial boundary
value problems corresponding to the initial conditions f and y; respectively,
then it follows from the above discussion that uð; tÞpK vð; tÞ for tX0: Moreover, if
foKy; then uð; tÞoK vð; tÞ: Hence, TðfÞoK TðyÞ; that is, T is a type-K monotone
map.
By the conclusion of Conway [5], if the initial value function fAH0L for some
LCN; then the solution u satisﬁes uð; tÞAInt HþL for all t > 0: Hence, TðfÞAIntHþL ;
the hypothesis (AT) is satisﬁed.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that u ¼ ðu1;y; unÞ is a 2p-periodic solution of system
(7.1) and the corresponding initial value function p ¼ ðp1;y; pnÞAIntHþL for some
LCN is a fixed point of the Poincare´ map T : Then DiTiðpÞðPþ\f0gÞCInt Pþ for any
iA %L:
In addition, let li be the principal eigenvalue of DiTiðpÞ: Then li > 1 provided
Z 2p
0
Z
O
ðriðx; tÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðx; tÞujðx; tÞÞ dx dt > 0 ð7:2Þ
and lio1 provided
Z 2p
0
FðtÞ dto0; ð7:3Þ
where FðtÞ ¼ maxxA %O½riðx; tÞ þ
P
jAN aijðx; tÞujðx; tÞ:
Proof. Let hAPþ: Then by the obvious extension of the theory developed in [3] to
systems we have DiTiðpÞh ¼ zð; 2pÞ where
zt ¼ diDz þ z riðx; tÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðx; tÞujðx; tÞ
" #
;
@z
@n
¼ 0 on @O ½0; 2p; ð7:4Þ
and z satisﬁes the initial value function zðx; 0Þ ¼ hðxÞ (see the similar conclusion for
n ¼ 2 of Hess and Lazer [23]). Since (7.4) has the trivial solution and zðx; 0ÞX0; it
follows from standard parabolic PDEs theory that zðx; tÞX0 on %O ½0; 2p; so zt 
diDz þ gzX0; where g is a sufﬁciently large positive constant. Therefore, if
hX0; hc0; it follows from the strongly maximum principal that zðx; 2pÞ > 0: This
shows that DiTiðpÞðPþ\f0gÞCInt Pþ:
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There exist a smooth function c deﬁned on %O ½0; 2p and corresponding number
b such that on %O ½0; 2p
ct  diDc c½riðx; tÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðx; tÞujðx; tÞ ¼ bc;
@c
@n
¼ 0; cðx; t þ 2pÞ ¼ cðx; tÞ; ð7:5Þ
and c is strictly positive on %O ½0; 2p: We note that if zðx; tÞ ¼ ebtcðx; tÞ; then z is
a solution of (7.4), and if li ¼ e2pb; then zðx; 2pÞ ¼ lizðx; 0Þ: The above discussion
means that if vðxÞ ¼ zðx; 0Þ ¼ cðx; 0Þ; then DiTiðpÞv ¼ liv:
We write (7.5) in the form
ct=c diDc=c ¼ riðx; tÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðx; tÞujðx; tÞ
" #
þ b
and integrate over the region O ½0; 2p: By 2p-periodicity of c; we haveZ
O
Z 2p
0
ct=c dt dx ¼ 0
and since c satisﬁes the Neumann boundary condition in x; it follows from Green’s
ﬁrst identity thatZ 2p
0
di
Z
O
ðDc=cþrc  rð1=cÞÞ dx dt ¼
Z 2p
0
di
Z
@O
1=c
@c
@n
ds
 
dt ¼ 0:
Therefore,Z
O
Z 2p
0
ðct=c diDc=cÞ dt dx ¼
Z 2p
0
di
Z
O
ðrc  rð1=cÞÞ dx dt
¼ 
Z 2p
0
di
Z
O
jjrcjj2=c2 dx dtp0:
Consequently,
0X
Z 2p
0
Z
O
ðriðx; tÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðx; tÞujðx; tÞÞ dx dt þ 2pbjOj;
which shows that (7.2) implies bo0 and li > 1:
To prove the remaining part of this proposition, we consider the function pðtÞ ¼R
O cðx; tÞ dx: Since Z
O
Wc ¼
Z
@O
@c
@n
ds ¼ 0;
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integration of (7.5) with respect to the spatial variable over O gives
p0ðtÞ ¼
Z
O
riðx; tÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðx; tÞuiðx; tÞ
" #
cðx; tÞ dx þ bpðtÞ
for NotoN: Since for each ﬁxed t
Z
O
riðx; tÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðx; tÞuiðx; tÞ
" #
cðx; tÞ dx
pFðtÞ
Z
O
cðx; tÞ dx ¼ FðtÞpðtÞ;
we obtain the differential inequality
p0ðtÞpFðtÞpðtÞ þ bpðtÞ:
Therefore, since pðtÞ is positive for all t and 2p-periodic, by dividing by pðtÞ and
integrating from 0 to 2p we obtain 0p
R 2p
0
FðtÞ dt þ 2pb: Hence b > 0 and
lio1: &
Now, recall the deﬁnition about the restriction pL of the vector pAXþ with respect
to L: In particular, for any continuous map P : %O-Rn; we can deﬁne the restriction
of the vector P with respect to L; PL : %O-R#L: Similarly, for any continuous map
u : %O R-Rn; we can deﬁne uL : %O R-R#L by uLð; tÞ ¼ ðuð; tÞÞL:
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that u ¼ ðu1;y; unÞ is a 2p-periodic solution of system (7.1),
and then the initial value function p ¼ ðp1;y; pnÞAInt HþL for some LCN is a fixed
point of the Poincare´ map T : Then p is asymptotically stable with respect to HþL
provided there is some stable type-K monotone matrix M such that
ðMðx; tÞdiagðuðx; tÞÞÞL ¼ MLðx; tÞdiagðuLðx; tÞÞpLKML
for any ðx; tÞA %O R; where ML is the restriction of M about L:
Proof. We know thatML is also stable. Because the restriction of the system to H
þ
L
has the same properties as the total system. We can only consider the case that
pAInt Xþ and ML ¼M: Consider the system of ordinary differential equations
s0ðtÞ ¼ FðsðtÞÞ ¼ diagð1þ siðtÞÞMsðtÞ; ð7:6Þ
where sðtÞ ¼ ðs1ðtÞ;y; snðtÞÞ and diagð1þ siðtÞÞ means the diagonal matrix
generated by ð1þ s1ðtÞ;y; 1þ snðtÞÞ: Obviously, 0 is an equilibrium of the system.
The Jacobian matrix of F at 0 is DFð0Þ ¼M: Since Mðx; tÞdiag uðx; tÞpKM; M is
irreducible. Then the principal eigenvalue of M is smaller than 0 and the
corresponding eigenvector vAInt KCRn: Therefore, (7.6) has two solutions sðtÞ
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and cðtÞ such that for all tX0; sðtÞAIntK and 1þ siðtÞ > 0 for all iAN and sðtÞ-0
as t-N; and for all tX0; cðtÞA Int K and 1þ ciðtÞ > 0 for all iAN; and cðtÞ-0
as t-N:
Hence, sðtÞ; cðtÞ satisfy the differential inequalities
s0ðtÞXKdiagð1þ siðtÞÞM diagðuÞsðtÞ; ð7:7Þ
c0ðtÞpKdiagð1þ ciðtÞÞMdiagðuÞcðtÞ: ð7:8Þ
Let uþ ¼ ðuþ1 ;y; uþn Þ and u ¼ ðu1 ;y; un Þ with uþi ¼ ð1þ siÞui and ui ¼ ð1þ ciÞui
for iAN: We have
@uþ
@t
¼ diagð1þ siðtÞÞ @u
@t
þ diagðs0ðtÞÞu
and
DWuþ þ diagðuþÞðr þ MuþÞ
¼ diagð1þ siÞDWu þ diagð1þ siÞdiagðuÞðr þ M diagð1þ siÞuÞ
¼ diagð1þ siÞDWu þ diagð1þ siÞdiagðuÞðr þ MuÞ
þ diagð1þ siÞdiagðuÞM diagðsÞu:
Hence,
@uþ
@t
 DWuþ  diagðuþÞðr þ MuþÞ
¼ diagðs0ðtÞÞu  diagð1þ siÞdiagðuÞM diagðsÞu
¼ diagðuÞs0ðtÞ  diagðuÞdiagð1þ siÞM diagðuÞs
¼ diagðuÞðs0ðtÞ  diagð1þ siÞM diagðuÞsÞ
XK0
by (7.7). We obtain that uþ is a supersolution. Similarly, u is a subsolution
of (7.1). Consequently, for any solution vðx; tÞ of (7.1) with diagð1þ cið0ÞÞp
pK vðx; 0ÞpKdiagð1þ sið0ÞÞp; vðx; tÞ  uðx; tÞ-0 as t-N uniformly holds for
xA %O; that is, p attracts all points in ½diagð1þ cið0ÞÞp; diagð1þ sið0ÞÞpK : p is
asymptotically stable. &
It follows from Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 that we can obtain
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Theorem 7.3. Suppose that every 2p-periodic solution u of system (7.1) satisfies the
conditions of Proposition 7.2 and one of (7.2) and (7.3). Then there is some 2p-periodic
solution u which attracts any initial value function yðxÞAH0N : Hence, for the Poincare´
map T of the system, the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 holds.
Proof. It is easy to see that the Poincare´ map T of system (7.1) satisﬁes (AT), (BT)
and (CT) by Propositions 7.1 and 7.2. Hence, the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold.
Consequently, this theorem holds also. &
Theorem 7.4. If for some LCN with ICL and PCN with JCP there are two 2p-
periodic solutions u;w of system (7.1) with the initial value functions u0AInt HþL and
w0AInt HþP ; respectively, and u satisfies (7.2) for all iA %L and w satisfies (7.2) for all
iA %P; then for the Poincare´ map T of system (7.1), there are positive fixed points %x; x˜
satisfying the following properties:
(1) %x; x˜AIntXþ; %x; x˜A½w0; u0K ; %xpK x˜:
(2) If xAH0N ;w
0pK xpK %x; then oðxÞ ¼ f %xg; and if xAH0N ; x˜pK xpK u0; then
oðxÞ ¼ fx˜g:
(3) If xAH0N ;w
0pK xpK u0; then oðxÞC½ %x; x˜K :
In addition, if u0 attracts all points xXK u0 in Int HþL ; and w
0 attracts all points
xpK w0 in Int HþP ; then the system is compressive.
Proof. Proposition 7.1 guarantees that the system satisﬁes all hypotheses of
Theorem 6.1. This completes the proof of this theorem. &
Based on the above two theorems, we can also extend the conclusion of Theorem
6.2 to the systems of PDEs.
Theorem 7.5. Suppose that every 2p-periodic solution u of system (7.1) satisfies the
conditions of Proposition 7.2 and one of (7.2) and (7.3). Then the Poincare´ map T of
system (7.1) has a unique fixed point pAInt Xþ; which is globally asymptotically stable
with respect to Int Xþ if and only if:
(1) There exists LCN with ICL such that there exists a fixed point u0AInt HþL of T ;
and the corresponding solution u of (7.1) satisfies (7.2) for all iA %L:
(2) There exists PCN with JCP such that there exists a fixed point w0AInt HþP of T ;
and the corresponding solution w of (7.1) satisfies (7.2) for all iA %P:
Although we have Proposition 7.2, the stability of the 2p-periodic solutions, in
other words, the stability of the positive ﬁxed point of the Poincare´ map T still is a
difﬁcult question, since the condition of Proposition 7.2 is dependent of the positive
2p-periodic solution which is unknown. In the following section, we will give a
method to solve this problem.
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8. On the uniqueness of the coexistence of reaction–diffusion systems
In this section, we shall sharpen the results in the previous section. We shall give
some results about the stability and uniqueness of the coexistence, which are only
dependent on the coefﬁcients of system (7.1).
Firstly, we give the upper and lower bound in the type-K ordering relation of the
positive solutions of system (7.1).
Let aij and ri be deﬁned as in system (7.1). We deﬁne
%aij ¼
maxðx;tÞA %O½0;2p aijðx; tÞ; iAI ; jAN;
minðx;tÞA %O½0;2p aijðx; tÞ; iAJ; jAN;
(
%
aij ¼
minðx;tÞA %O½0;2p aijðx; tÞ; iAI ; jAN;
maxðx;tÞA %O½0;2p aijðx; tÞ; iAJ; jAN
(
and the matrices %M ¼ ð %aijÞnn;
%
M ¼ ð
%
aijÞnn: For any continuous vector function
f ðx; tÞ ¼ ðf1ðx; tÞ; f2ðx; tÞ;y; fnðx; tÞÞ : %O R-Rn every component of which is 2p
periodic in t; we deﬁne %f ¼ ð %f1; %f2;y; %fnÞ and
%
f ¼ ð
%
f1;
%
f2;y;
%
fnÞ with
%fi ¼
maxðx;tÞA %O½0;2p fiðx; tÞ; iAI ;
minðx;tÞA %O½0;2p fiðx; tÞ; iAJ;
(
%
fi ¼
minðx;tÞA %O½0;2p fiðx; tÞ; iAI ;
maxðx;tÞA %O½0;2p fiðx; tÞ; iAJ:
(
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 8.1. Suppose that %M and
%
M are stable. Let p ¼ ð
%
MÞ1
%
r and q ¼
ð %MÞ1 %r: Then for any positive periodic solution u of system (7.1), ppK uðx; tÞpK q for
any ðx; tÞA %O R:
Proof. Firstly, for any iAI ; there exists some ðxðiÞ; tðiÞÞA %O ½0; 2p such that
uiðxðiÞ; tðiÞÞ ¼ maxðx;tÞA %O½0;2p uiðx; tÞ: By Lemma 1.2 of Ahmad and Lazer [1],
riðxðiÞ; tðiÞÞ þ
X
jAN
aijðxðiÞ; tðiÞÞujðxðiÞ; tðiÞÞX0:
Hence, %ri þ
P
jAN %aij %ujX0: Similarly, for any iAJ; we have %ri þ
P
jAN %aij %ujp0:
Consequently, %r þ %M %uXK0: On the other hand, since %M is stable, ð %MÞ1XK0 (see
Smith [32]). Therefore, ð %MÞ1 %r  %uXK0; that is, %upK q: Analogously, ppK
%
u: Our
proposition holds. &
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Remark 8.1. Obviously, p is an equilibrium of the system of ODEs ’y ¼ diagðyÞð
%
r þ
%
MyÞ: It is easy to obtain that p is a periodic subsolution of (7.1). Analogously, q is a
periodic supersolution of (7.1). Hence, if p; qAIntRnþ; then there exists a positive
periodic solution of (7.1). In fact, suppose that u is the solution of (7.1) with the
initial value function p: Then ppK uðx; tÞpq for any ðx; tÞA %O Rþ since p is a
subsolution and q is a supersolution. Especially, ppK uðx; 2pÞ; that is, ppK TðpÞ:
Hence, the orbit of p under T converges to a ﬁxed point p0 with ppK p0pK q: Since p0
is a ﬁxed point under T ; the solution of (7.1) with the initial value function p0 is a 2p-
periodic solution. Moreover, by the above proposition, all positive periodic solutions
lie in the type-K order interval ½p; qK : Ahmad and Lazer [1] have proved the same
conclusion when n ¼ 2:
Suppose that M 0 ¼ ðhijÞnn with
hii ¼ %
aiipi iAI ;
%
aiiqi iAJ;
(
hij ¼ %
aijqj iAN; jAI ; jai;
%
aijpj iAN; jAJ; jai:
(
We have the following theorem about the uniqueness of the coexistence.
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Proposition 8.1 are satisfied. Let
p; qAIntRn: Then every positive periodic solutions of (7.1) is asymptotically stable
provided that M 0 is stable. Furthermore, that M 0 is stable implies that there is a unique
positive periodic solution.
Proof. For any positive periodic solution u of (7.1), ppK upK q by Proposition 8.1.
Hence, we can easily obtain that M diag upK M 0: Then by Proposition 7.2, u is
asymptotically stable, that is, all positive ﬁxed points of the Poincare´ map T are
asymptotically stable. Together with the result in [14], there is a unique ﬁxed point
which attracts the positively invariant set ½p; qK : Thus, the positive periodic solution
is also unique. &
Remark 8.2. In this theorem, we can see p; q and M 0 are only dependent in the
coefﬁcients of system (7.1). Hence, we surely give sufﬁcient conditions about the
uniqueness of the coexistence of system (7.1).
It is easy to see that system (7.1) has a positive periodic solution u with the positive
initial value function uˆ implying that it has other two periodic solutions uðIÞ and uðJÞ
with uðIÞðx; tÞAInt HþI and uðJÞðx; tÞAInt HþJ for any ðx; tÞA %O R: In fact, let uI be
the restriction of u with respect to I ; and ðuI ; 0Þ be the projection of the positive
periodic solution u to HþI : Then ðuI ; 0Þðx; tÞAIntHþI for any ðx; tÞA %O R:
Moreover, ðuI ; 0Þ is a periodic subsolution of system (7.1) with the initial value
function ðu0I ; 0Þ; that is, ðuˆI ; 0ÞpK TððuˆI ; 0ÞÞ; where T is the Poincare´ map of system
(7.1). We have shown that the closure of the orbit of ðuˆI ; 0Þ is compact. Hence the
omega limit set oððuˆI ; 0ÞÞ is a singleton of a ﬁxed point uˆðIÞAInt HþI under T :
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Therefore, the solution uðIÞ of (7.1) with the initial value function uˆðIÞ is a periodic
solution with uðIÞðx; tÞAInt HþI for any ðx; tÞA %O R: Similarly, there exists another
periodic solution uðJÞ of (7.1) with uðJÞðx; tÞAInt HþJ for any ðx; tÞA %O R:
Moreover, let %MI and %rI be the restrictions of %M and %r with respect to I ;
respectively. Using Proposition 8.1 to the invariant set HþI of system (7.1), we have
that for any periodic solution vðIÞ with vðIÞðx; tÞAInt HþI for any ðx; tÞA %O R;
vðIÞðx; tÞpK qðIÞ for any ðx; tÞA %O R; that is, vðIÞi ðx; tÞpqðIÞi for any ðx; tÞA %O R and
iAI ; where qðIÞAInt HþI with the restriction of q
ðIÞ with respect to I ; qðIÞI ¼
ð %MIÞð1Þ %rI : Similarly, let
%
MJ and
%
rI be the restriction of
%
M and
%
r with respect to J;
respectively. Then for any periodic solution vðJÞ with vðJÞðx; tÞAInt HþJ for any
ðx; tÞA %O R; ð0; vðJÞÞðx; tÞXK qðJÞ for any ðx; tÞA %O R; that is, vðJÞj ðx; tÞpqðJÞj for
any ðx; tÞA %O R and jAJ; where qðJÞAInt HþJ with the restriction of qðJÞ with
respect to J; q
ðJÞ
J ¼ ð
%
MJÞð1Þ
%
rJ :
We can also obtain that the constant function qðIÞ is a periodic supersolution of
(7.1). Hence, there is a ﬁxed point #vðIÞAIntHþI of the Poincare´ map T of (7.1) such
that qðIÞ is attracted by #vðIÞ and qðIÞpK #vðIÞ: Moreover, there is no ﬁxed point
v0AIntHþI with #v
ðIÞpK v0: Therefore, #vðIÞ attracts all points wAIntHþI with #vðIÞpK w
(see [27]), that is, the periodic solution vðIÞ with the initial value function #vðIÞ; with
attracts all initial value functions wAInt HþI with #v
ðIÞpK w: Similarly, we can ﬁnd
another periodic solution vðJÞ with the initial value function #vðJÞAInt HþJ ; which
attracts all initial value functions wAInt HþJ with #v
ðJÞXK w:
Together with Theorems 7.4 and 8.2, we can give a theorem about the global
attractivity of the positive periodic solution.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose that all conditions of Theorem 8.2 hold. Moreover, suppose that
ð*Þ
Z 2p
0
Z
O
rjðx; tÞ þ
X
kAI
ajkðx; tÞqðIÞk
 !
dx dt > 0
for all jAJ and
ð* *Þ
Z 2p
0
Z
O
riðx; tÞ þ
X
kAJ
aikðx; tÞqðJÞk
 !
dx dt > 0
for all iAI :
Then, the unique positive periodic solution attracts all initial value functions in H0N :
Proof. Since the positive periodic solution is unique, we only need to prove that all
conditions of Theorem 7.4 hold. We know the periodic solution vðIÞ with the initial
value function #vðIÞ attracts all initial value functions wAInt HþI with #v
ðIÞpK w; and by
ð*Þ; (7.2) holds for vðIÞ and all jAJ: Similarly, the periodic solution vðJÞ with the
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initial value function #vðJÞ attracts all initial value functions wAInt HþJ with #v
ðJÞXK w;
and by ð* *Þ; (7.2) holds for ð0; vðJÞÞ and all iAI : Hence, Theorem 7.4 holds. On the
other hand, since there is a unique positive periodic solution, this theorem
holds. &
In the case n ¼ 2; I ¼ f1g; J ¼ f2g; Ahmad and Lazer [1] have shown that the
conditions r1ðx; tÞ; r2ðx; tÞ > 0 for all ðx; tÞA %O R and %r1
%
r2
> %
a12
%
a22
; %r2
%r1
> %a21
%a11
imply the
existence of the positive periodic solutions. Moreover, in these conditions,
p ¼ ðp1; p2Þ ¼ %r2 %a12  %r1 %a22
%
a11
%
a22 
%
a12
%
a21
; %
r1
%
a21 
%
r2
%
a11
%
a11
%
a22 
%
a12
%
a21
 
;
q ¼ ðq1; q2Þ ¼ %r2 %a12  %r1 %a22
%a11 %a22  %a12 %a21;
%r1 %a21  %r2 %a11
%a11 %a22  %a12 %a21
 
:
For any positive periodic solution u ¼ ðu1; u2Þ;
0op1pu1ðx; tÞpq1; 0oq2pu2ðx; tÞpp2
for any ðx; tÞA %O ½0; 2p:
It is easy to see that our Proposition 8.1 extends the above results of Ahmad and
Lazer to the case n > 2: Using the above results, we give an obvious corollary of
Theorem 8.2.
Corollary 8.4. When n ¼ 2; the system (7.1) has a unique positive periodic solution u
which attracts all positive initial value functions provided r1ðx; tÞ; r2ðx; tÞ > 0 for all
ðx; tÞA %O R; %r1
%
r2
> %
a12
%
a22
; %r2
%r1
> %a21
%a11
and
%a11
%
a22ð
%
r2
%
a12 
%
r1
%
a22Þð%r1 %a21  %r2 %a11Þ  %a21
%
a12ð%r2 %a12  %r1 %a22Þð
%
r1
%
a21 
%
r2
%
a11Þ > 0:
Proof. Firstly, %
r1
%
r2
> %
a12
%
a22
and %r2
%r1
> %a21
%a11
imply that p; qAIntRn:
In case n ¼ 2;
M 0 ¼ %a11p1 %a12p2
%a21q1
%
a22q2
 !
:
All elements of M 0 are negative. We know if det M 0 > 0; then M 0 is stable. Since
det M 0 > 0 is guaranteed by our last condition, the positive periodic solution is
unique. The global attractivity follows from the result of Ahmad and Lazer [1]
straightly. &
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Example. Consider the following system:
@u1
@t ¼Wu1 þ u1ð1 ð10þ ðsin tÞex
2Þu1  ð2þ ðsin tÞex2Þu2Þ
@u2
@t ¼Wu2 þ u2ð1 ð3þ cos tÞu1  ð9 ðcos 2tÞe2x
2
u2Þ;
@u1
@n ¼ @u2@n ¼ 0 on @O R;
u1ðx; 0Þ ¼ u10ðxÞ; u2ðx; 0Þ ¼ u20ðxÞ in O;
8>><
>>>:
where O ¼ ð1; 1ÞCR: It is easy to see that r1 ¼ r2  1 and
%a11 ¼ 9; %a12 ¼ 1; %a21 ¼ 4; %a22 ¼ 10;
%
a11 ¼ 11;
%
a12 ¼ 3;
%
a21 ¼ 2;
%
a22 ¼ 8:
Consequently, %
r1
%
r2
> %
a12
%
a22
; %r2
%r1
> %a21
%a11
and
%a11
%
a22ð
%
r2
%
a12 
%
r1
%
a22Þð%r1 %a21  %r2 %a11Þ  %a21
%
a12ð%r2 %a12  %r1 %a22Þð
%
r1
%
a21 
%
r2
%
a11Þ
> 0:
The system has a unique positive periodic solution u which attracts all positive initial
value functions.
For the periodic type-K monotone Lotka–Voterra systems whose coefﬁcients
are independent of the spatial variable, we can give a simpler condition only
involving in the coefﬁcients of the equations to guarantee the global convergence of
the systems.
More generally, we consider Kolmogorov systems on O R;
@u
@t ¼ diagðd1;y; dnÞWu þ diagðuÞFðu; tÞ;
@u
@n ¼ 0 on @O R;
uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ in O:
8><
>: ð8:1Þ
Here u ¼ ðu1;y; unÞ; O; diðiANÞ satisfy the same hypotheses as that in (7.1), and to
make our introduction simpler, we assume that
Fðu; tÞ ¼ ðF1ðu; tÞ;y;Fnðu; tÞÞ
is sufﬁciently smooth and 2p-periodic in t on Rnþ  R: We also assume that the
Jacobian matrix DFðu; tÞ ¼ ð@Fi@ujÞ is the type-K monotone matrix for any ðu; tÞARnþ
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R: The main hypothesis about F is
ðSÞ There is some stable type-K monotone matrix M such that DFðu; tÞ ¼
ð@Fi@ujÞpKM for any ðu; tÞARnþ  R:
Under any sufﬁciently small perturbation, the matrix still satisﬁes the hypotheses
S: Hence, we can suppose that every element of M is not zero. Analogous to the
discussion about system (7.1) (see [3,43]), we know that ifS is satisﬁed, then for any
initial value vector function u0 with every component u0i of class C
2
B and u
0
i ðxÞX0 for
any xA %O; system (8.1) has a solution u in t on ½0; 2p with every component ui of class
C1;0ð %O ½0; 2pÞ-C2;1ð %O ð0; 2pÞ and uiðx; tÞX0 for any ðx; tÞA %O ½0; 2p:
Furthermore, if u0i ðxÞc0; then uðx; tÞ > 0 for any ðx; tÞA %O ð0; 2p: Suppose that
u0X0 and v0X0 are two initial value vector functions with v0oK u0 satisfying the
hypotheses about smoothness. Then the corresponding solutions u; v satisfy
vð; tÞoK uð; tÞ for any tA½0;NÞ:
Theorem 8.5. Suppose that in system (8.1), F satisfies the hypothesis S:
Then the system has a 2p-periodic solution U which attracts any solution u
with the initial value vector function u0 with u0i ðxÞX0 for all xA %O and u0ic0 for all
iAN:
The asymptotic behavior of solutions for (8.1) is closely related to that of solutions
of the system of ordinary differential equations:
ut ¼ diagðuÞFðu; tÞ: ð8:2Þ
We consider the solution of this system with the initial value u0ARnþ:
Lemma 8.6. Suppose that in system (8.2), F satisfies the hypothesis S: Then the
system has a 2p-periodic solution U which attracts any solution u with the initial value
vector u0 with u0i > 0 for all iAN:
Proof. We still use T to denote the Poincare´ map of system (8.2) and Xþ ¼ Rnþ: As
the above discussion, T is continuous and order-compact. We consider any two
solutions uðtÞ; vðtÞ of (8.2) with the initial values u0; v0AIntXþ and v0pK u0;
respectively.
Let UðtÞ ¼ ðU1ðtÞ;y;UnðtÞÞ;VðtÞ ¼ ðV1ðtÞ;y;VnðtÞÞ with UiðtÞ ¼ ln uiðtÞ;
ViðtÞ ¼ lnviðtÞ: Then
Ut ¼Fðu; tÞ; Uið0Þ ¼ ln u0 for iAN;
Vt ¼Fðv; tÞ; Við0Þ ¼ ln v0 for iAN:
Because the function ln is monotone, VðtÞpK UðtÞ for tX0:
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By Perron–Frobenius theorem (see [32]), the left principal eigenvector of M is
e ¼ ðe1;y; enÞbK0 and the corresponding eigenvalue lo0; that is, eM ¼ le5K0:
Hence, eDFðu; tÞpK eM ¼ lepK0 for any ðu; tÞARnþ  R: Consequently,
ðe  ðU  VÞÞt ¼
X
iAN
eiðFiðu; tÞ  Fiðv; tÞÞ
¼ e
Z 1
0
DFðtv þ ð1 tÞu; tÞ dt
 
ðu  vÞpeMðu  vÞ
¼ le  ðu  vÞp0:
But e  ðU  VÞ is always larger than zero. So there is some sX0 such that limt-N e 
ðU  VÞ ¼ s: Moreover, limt-N e  ðU  VÞt ¼ 0 (see [24, p. 725]). Thus,
lim
t-N
ðe  ðU  VÞÞtp lim sup
t-N
le  ðu  vÞp0:
Therefore, jjuðtÞ  vðtÞjj-0 as t-N: This implies jjTnðu0Þ  Tnðv0Þjj-0 as n-N:
Given any two points x; yAIntRnþ; we can ﬁnd other two points u
0; v0AIntRnþ
with v0pK x; ypK u0: By the above argument, jjTnðxÞ  TnðyÞjjpjjTnðu0Þ  Tnðv0Þjj
for any natural number n; and hence jjTnðxÞ  TnðyÞjj-0 as n-N: In particular,
jjTnðxÞ  Tnþ1ðxÞjj-0 as n-N: Then we can easily obtain that oTðxÞ is composed
of ﬁxed points.
For any LCN; if there is some ﬁxed point aAInt HþL ; then using our result above,
a attracts all points in IntHþL : Hence, there exists at most one ﬁxed point in IntH
þ
L :
On the other hand, Rnþ ¼
S
LCN IntH
þ
L : Thus, there are ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points of
T in Rnþ: But the omega limit set is an internally chain transitive set (see [25]). So,
TnðxÞ-p as n-N; where p is a ﬁxed point of T ; and the lemma holds. &
Proof of Theorem 8.5. By the result of [5], if uðx; tÞ is the solution of (8.1) and
u0i ðxÞ > 0 for some xAO; then uiðx; tÞ > 0 for ðx; tÞA %O ð0; 2p: Therefore, without
loss of generality, we may assume that either u0i ðxÞ  0 on %O or u0i ðxÞ > 0 on
%O for each i: Furthermore, in order to prove this theorem, we only need to
consider the case that u0i ðxÞ > 0 on %O for all i: Let a ¼ ða1;y; anÞ; b ¼ ðb1;y; bnÞ
be deﬁned by
ai ¼ min
xA %O
u0i ðxÞ and bi ¼ max
xA %O
u0i ðxÞ for iAI ;
aj ¼ max
xA %O
u0j ðxÞ and bj ¼ min
xA %O
u0j ðxÞ for jAJ:
Then a; bAInt Rnþ; apK u0ðxÞpK b: By the maximum principle, we can prove that
jtðaÞpK uðx; tÞpKjtðbÞ for all t > 0;
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where the notation jtðuÞ denotes the solution of (8.2) with initial value u
which is obviously the solution of (8.1) with initial value u: By assumption, there
exists a 2p-periodic solution U which is independent of x such that jtðaÞ and jtðbÞ
are attracted by U: This implies that uðx; tÞ is attracted by U: Thus, Theorem 8.4
holds. &
Remark 8.3. Theorem 8.5 completely improves the results of Tu and Jiang [40],
where they only considered the autonomous ODEs.
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